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Abstract: Domain boundary engineering endeavors to develop materials that contain localized
functionalities inside domain walls, which do not exist in the bulk. Here we review multiferroic
devices that are based on ferroelectricity inside ferroelastic domain boundaries. The discovery of
polarity in CaTiO3 and SrTiO3 leads to new directions to produce complex domain patterns as
templates for ferroic devices.
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1. Introduction
Arguably, the greatest progress in ferroic device designs during the last decade is related to the
idea that the ferroic (or transport/conductivity) properties are related to interfaces and surfaces and not
to the bulk. This means that high memory capacities and electrical wiring on a much finer scale than
achievable with bulk technologies may be possible when only domain boundaries contain the desired
functionalities [1–15]. This is not only the case for ferroelectricity or ferromagnetism, but also for
electrical conductivity. Domain boundaries were already found to carry high currents, and it was the
discovery of superconducting twin boundaries [16] that opened a wide field of applications in “domain
boundary engineering”, where the domain boundary is the device and where the design of the device
materials depends largely on tailoring appropriate domain boundaries [4,5]. Furthermore, electric
dipole moments were observed inside ferroelastic domain walls so that switchable ferroelectricity is
potentially confined to domain walls and cannot interfere with depolarization fields and additional
switching of domains in the bulk. The length scale of the active device is then restricted to the size of
domain walls or to even smaller features, such as Bloch walls, inside domain walls [16–22]. For many
applications, the aim is to produce high wall concentrations. The highest concentration of “domain
boundaries” was predicted for a tweed structure, which is a densely interwoven network of domain
walls [23–28]. Tweed has another property: it can form a domain glass with a nonergodic response
to external forcing. Domain glass [29,30] can contain polar nanoregions, which are known to exist in
relaxor materials [31–34]. Complex domain structures, including tweed, may be stabilized by defects,
while dynamic tweed [26] exists also for very low defect concentrations [35]. It was then argued that
tweed structures are polar, either via the flexoelectric effect or via bilinear coupling between the strain
and local dipole moments [36–41]. Recently, Salje et al. [42] reported the first experimental evidence for
piezoelectricity of a tweed structure in LaAlO3 , where the uniform parent structure is centrosymmetric
and shows no bulk polarity.
Nanoscale-generated (multi-) ferroic materials are different from bulk ferroics, which are a
well-known class of anisotropic, nonlinear solids that develop a spontaneous order parameter, usually
passing through a symmetry-lowering transition point. Ferroics are classified according to their primary
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order parameters, which include strain ε (ferroelastic), polarization P (ferroelectric), and magnetization
M (ferromagnetic), where the term “ferro” designates the uniform alignment of the spontaneous
moments in neighboring unit cells. Ferri- and antiferro-phases exist when the order parameter is
locally rotated against a crystallographic axis, or when the relevant wavevector (or wavevectors)
associated with the structural instability occur(s) at special points at the surface of the Brillouin zone.
Incommensurable phase transitions require a complex order parameter with a repetition unit that
is not commensurate with the underlying crystal structure. In both of these cases, the translation
invariance of the order parameter (incommensurate or commensurate) is preserved throughout the
crystal. There are classic textbooks on ferroics [43–54], and numerous recent reviews and research
articles on multiferroics [4,5,29,55–59]. Incommensurate phases represent a borderline between the
bulk ferroic behavior and the ferroicity of the modulation, and they may represent a new class of
ferroic materials that have not yet been explored [60].
Unlike nanoscale-generated multiferroics, domain boundary based ferroics are equivalent to
bulk ferroics in lower dimensional subspaces (as predicted by symmetry arguments by Janovec
and collaborators [61–65]), such as two-dimensional twin boundaries, and one-dimensional Bloch
lines and vortex dots. These subspaces are mostly defined by another bulk ferroic property, namely
the ferroelastic twin patterns. Bulk ferroelasticity generates the twin walls which then can become
ferroelectric, superconducting, magnetic, and so forth. Only these latter properties are used in the
anticipated device applications.
Much research has been dedicated to surfaces, but any practical applications are unlikely to be
confined to surfaces because the total number of particles involved in functionalities will simply be too
small (unless the grain size becomes very small). This problem can be overcome when we consider
parallel twin boundaries where the number of atoms inside the twin boundaries is much larger than
in surface layers. From the Kittel formula for ultrathin films [4], concentrations that are much larger
than 4% of the domain wall material can be estimated, and, indeed, twin domains as small as 5 nm
have been observed in TbMnO3 [66], suggesting that the number of atoms inside twin walls can be
close to 50%. Meanwhile, in ferroelectric superlattices, Yadav et al. [67] have reported similarly small
domains, showing also that the walls between these domains are fully chiral, forming vortices. This is
an important result, as it not only shows that the fraction of domain wall material can be very large,
but also shows the association between walls and chirality. This concentration is large enough to
anticipate applications such as memory devices, heat regulators, and elastic dampers [59]. In addition,
templates such as twin boundaries are mobile under fields and can form dynamic tweed and domain
glasses [29,30]. One may then ask: Is it possible to arrange twin boundaries topologically in ways so
that the macroscopic use of the material as conductors, switches, or heat regulators can be optimized?
The answer is affirmative and leads to the development of domain structures, with a high degree of
complexity [65–69]. This does not mean, however, that all domain walls, which are symmetry-allowed
to display ferroic properties, do so in a measurable way. Careful measurements have shown that many
materials with very high densities of domain walls and highly complex nanostructures did not show
multiferroic properties [70–75] although they were counted as archetypal candidates for ferroelectricity.
We now describe specific cases where ferroic domain boundaries were proven to exist.
2. CaTiO3
The first example for a polar domain wall was found in CaTiO3 [17,19,20]. As shown in Figure 1,
two lines of research came together in this material. First, it was shown that twin and antiphase
boundaries represent sinks for oxygen vacancies. The stabilization energy for oxygen vacancies was
predicted to be ca. 0.7 eV with a repulsive interaction between vacancies [76–79]. It is expected,
therefore, that oxygen vacancies are rather uniformly distributed within twin walls and depleted in
the bulk [78]. The second prediction is based on the inherent instability of regular TiO6 octahedra.
Even an oxygen cage with cubic symmetry and of sufficient size will lead to off-centering of the
Ti position so that it is probable that distorted octahedra will contain Ti located slightly off the
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geometrical midpoint of the octahedra [20]. Such geometrical configurations contain electric dipole
moments,
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Details of the symmetry of the polar vector were subsequently determined by Yokota et al. [19]
Details of the symmetry of the polar vector were subsequently determined by Yokota et al. [19]
using second harmonic generation (SHG) techniques. Three-dimensional SHG images of samples
using second harmonic generation (SHG) techniques. Three-dimensional SHG images of samples
with the pseudocubic (110) and (1–11) planes confirmed that both crystallographically prominent
with the pseudocubic (110) and (1–11) planes confirmed that both crystallographically prominent
types of twin boundaries (W plane) and nonprominent twin boundaries (W’ plane) are SHG active
types of twin boundaries (W plane) and nonprominent twin boundaries (W’ plane) are SHG active
and, consequently, polar. The directions of the electric polarization P were determined from the
and, consequently, polar. The directions of the electric polarization P were determined from the
anisotropy of SHG intensities. In the W’ plane, the SHG polar diagrams are well fitted using the
anisotropy of SHG intensities. In the W’ plane, the SHG polar diagrams are well fitted using the
point-group symmetry 2, which reveals that the P directions are parallel to the twofold axis. They do
point-group symmetry 2, which reveals that the P directions are parallel to the twofold axis. They do
not lie in the W′ plane, but are tilted from it. In the W plane, the P direction lies in the mirror plane of
not lie in the W0 plane, but are tilted from it. In the W plane, the P direction lies in the mirror plane
the point-group symmetry m. These studies are probably the most precise SHG investigations ever
of the point-group symmetry m. These studies are probably the most precise SHG investigations
undertaken in domain boundary engineering and demonstrate the power of this technique. The
ever undertaken in domain boundary engineering and demonstrate the power of this technique.
resonant piezoelectric effect in CaTiO3 was recently reported by Salje et al. [81].
The resonant piezoelectric effect in CaTiO3 was recently reported by Salje et al. [81].
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We show Bloch lines inside the twin plane (−101) in Figure 5 and mark the two possible dipole
We show Bloch lines inside the twin plane (−101) in Figure 5 and mark the two possible dipole
directions in [–101] as red and along [10–1] as blue. Two switching processes can be envisaged in this
directions in [–101] as red and along [10–1] as blue. Two switching processes can be envisaged in this
geometry. The first is to apply a vertical field along the dipole direction. This field will move Bloch
geometry. The first is to apply a vertical field along the dipole direction. This field will move Bloch
lines by expanding or shrinking the larger domains. The macroscopic polarization in this direction
lines by expanding or shrinking the larger domains. The macroscopic polarization in this direction
directly reflects the volume proportion of the up-and-down domains. Depending on the geometrical
directly reflects the volume proportion of the up-and-down domains. Depending on the geometrical
distribution of Bloch lines, we expect the changes of the macroscopic polarization to be continuous
distribution of Bloch lines, we expect the changes of the macroscopic polarization to be continuous or
or abrupt (the latter happens when Bloch lines jam [41], similar to jamming of ferroelastic domains).
abrupt (the latter happens when Bloch lines jam [41], similar to jamming of ferroelastic domains).
The second switching mechanism relates to fields perpendicular to the twin plane. In this case,
The second switching mechanism relates to fields perpendicular to the twin plane. In this case,
there is little interaction with the dipoles in each subdomain besides some weak dipole canting. The
there is little interaction with the dipoles in each subdomain besides some weak dipole canting.
field couples directly with the dipoles, which are orthogonal to the twin plane (red and blue in
The field couples directly with the dipoles, which are orthogonal to the twin plane (red and blue
Figure 5). This may happen by switching dipoles in segments of Bloch lines into the opposite
in Figure 5). This may happen by switching dipoles in segments of Bloch lines into the opposite
directions. This local switching does not involve the shift of Bloch points, as indicated by green
directions. This local switching does not involve the shift of Bloch points, as indicated by green
segments in Figure 5, and is hence fast. Simulations of complex ferroelastic structures found
segments in Figure 5, and is hence fast. Simulations of complex ferroelastic structures found switching
switching times only slightly longer than the phonon times [93,94]. A much slower movement can be
times only slightly longer than the phonon times [93,94]. A much slower movement can be envisaged
envisaged when the Bloch points shift and thereby change the ratio of red and blue domains inside
when the Bloch points shift and thereby change the ratio of red and blue domains inside the Bloch
the Bloch walls. This sliding of Bloch points is similar to the sliding of kink excitations in ferroelastic
walls. This sliding of Bloch points is similar to the sliding of kink excitations in ferroelastic materials
materials and requires ca. 50 phonon times to pass a diameter of 10 nm [95]. The total bit density of
and requires ca. 50 phonon times to pass a diameter of 10 nm [95]. The total bit density of such a
such a Bloch-line ferroelectric vertex memory can be very high [22]; we estimate that distances
Bloch-line ferroelectric vertex memory can be very high [22]; we estimate that distances between twin
between twin boundaries are as small as 50 nm and that Bloch lines can form with densities of 100
boundaries are as small as 50 nm and that Bloch lines can form with
densities of 100 Bloch lines in an
Bloch lines in an area2of 100 × 100 nm2, giving a bit
density
of 1016/m2. This may be compared with a
16
2
area of 100 × 100 nm , giving a bit density of 10 /m . This may be compared with a maximum bit
maximum bit density of 1.0 Tbit/sq.in. (the unusual mixed units favored in the magnetic memory
density of 1.0 Tbit/sq.in. (the unusual mixed units favored in the magnetic memory industry), and it
industry), and it offers potentially one order of magnitude higher density than is currently
attainable. The problems of access remain; however, these can be addressed by nanolithography
with e-beam writing. A separate question is one of write speed, but in the present case this is not
limited by domain wall mobility, which in the low-field regime is ca. 1 nm/s [22,96,97].
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offers potentially one order of magnitude higher density than is currently attainable. The problems of
access remain; however, these can be addressed by nanolithography with e-beam writing. A separate
question is one of write speed, but in the present case this is not limited by domain wall mobility,
which in the low-field regime is ca. 1 nm/s [22,96,97].
4. Domain Glass and Complex Structures
Increasing the densities of domain boundaries, and hence smaller domains, leads to quantitatively
new effects. The highest wall concentration was predicted for a tweed structure, which is a densely
interwoven network of domain walls [23–28]. Domain glass [29,30] is vaguely akin to relaxors [31–33]
although the local domain wall structures may be much better preserved. Spatially heterogeneous
states like tweed depend crucially on the elastic anisotropy, while detailed stability simulations showed
that tweed structures are omnipresent in any ferroelastic precursor pattern [34]. These arguments
indicate that tweed is stabilized by defects while dynamic tweed also exists for very low defect
concentrations [35]. It was argued that tweed structures are polar, either via the flexoelectric effect or
via bilinear coupling between the strain and local dipole moments [36–38,40], although such polarity
has never been observed. More generally, it was then shown that all complex ferroelastic patterns
show polarity, including tweed patterns [98]. Experimentally, Salje et al. [42] reported the first direct
evidence for piezoelectricity of a tweed structure in LaAlO3 , where the uniform parent structure is
centrosymmetric and shows no polarity [99].
The importance of the flexoelectric effect for the formation of such polarity in complex structures
was first found by computer simulation [98]. The study of an atomistic toy model showed the interplay
of ferroelastic twin patterns and electrical polarization. Molecular dynamics simulation reproduced
the polarity in straight twin walls and, by making contact with continuum theory, it was demonstrated
that the effect is governed by linear flexoelectricity. Complex twin patterns, with very high densities
of kinks and/or junctions [100,101], produced winding structures in the dipolar field, which are
reminiscent of polarization vortices. By means of a “cold shearing” technique, patches with high vortex
densities were generated.
These patterns unexpectedly show a net macroscopic polarization, even if neither the original
sample nor the applied mechanical perturbation breaks inversion symmetry by itself. These results
explain puzzling experimental observations of “parasitic” polarity by Garten et al. [100] and Biancoli
et al. [101]. It also connects with the idea that domain boundary-related multiferroic switching is not
necessarily related to the switching on individual domain boundaries, but to patches of several domain
boundaries [11]. This approach may become necessary because it may not be possible to address
individual domain walls in a device but to cover several boundaries collectively. The memory structure
would then not relate to simple binary codes (such as up or down of the polar component) but to the
number of up or down of all domain boundaries in the patch. If one has, on average, 10 boundaries in
a patch, one could potentially access all possible combinations between “all up” (+10) and “all down”
(−10), which greatly increase the bit-density of the device.
5. Conclusions
Domain boundary engineering is an emerging field of research, which has had already great
success in magnetic devices using the racetrack technology [102]. Memory devices based on
ferroelectricity have not yet been developed, while the essential elements are known: namely
local polarization and switchable nanostructures. Developing the device materials needs then to
be accompanied by an equivalent evolution of the logical structure of the computation. It is very
unlikely that binary computation will be the optimal way to use nanoscale memory device materials.
Other developments, such as the memistor device, may lead to some blueprint for applications.
Another previous development, such as relaxor materials for devices requiring high dielectric
responses, may equally lead to some inspiration for the application of domain boundary ferroics.
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